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Sammary:The typology of processes enclosing the emergence and functioning of semiotic formations of architecture (signs, codes, and texts) is suggesrcd. Different types of
processes of human behavior and activity in a given environment are specified, together with corresponding informational processes. The informational processes are
regarded in connection with the architectural activity and communicative processes of
culture as a whole. In order to substantiate the suggested rypology, the processes are
examined as interrelated with characteristic types of communicative situations, signs,
codes, messages, and texts. The architectural activiry is represented as the formation of

conditions, which provide the functioning of processes and the direction of their
changes and development in a society.
Zusatnmenfassung Es wird die Typologie der Prozesse umrissen, in denen sich semiotischen Formationen und Funktionen der Architektur (Zeichen, Codes' Texte) herausbilden. Zu spezifizierensind verschiedene Arten von Prozessen des Verhaltens und der
Titigkeit in gegebenen Umwelten, samt den hiermit verbundenen Informationsprozessen. Es werden also die $flechselbeziehungen der architektonischer Tdtigkeit und der
kommunikativen Prozesse in der Kultur insgesamt betrachtet. Um die angebotene Typologie der Prozesse zu begriinden, werden die Vechselbeziehungen der charahteristischen Arten der kommunikativen Situationen, der Zeichen, der Codes, der Mitteilungen, der Texte untersucht. Die architektonische Titigkeit stellt sich dar als Formung

der Bedingungen, die das Funktionieren der Prozesse gewihrleisten und die \?'ege
ihrer Verdnderung, ihrer Entwicklung irr der Gesellschaft leiten.
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Fig. 1: The interrelations of system-forming Processes in architecture
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and rhe organization of sequences of events, especially along the way of gala
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basic functions and general logic.

Individual informational processes (cognitive, orientational-evaluative, denorarive, identification, morivarion, and others) are formed by specific signs.
This understanding corresponds to the traditions of a fundamental semiotics,
which usually attribute the rypes of signs to different Processes (Morris 1946).
Their individual manifestations in connection with the holistic communicative
acts are important for the description of these Processes in architecture. In
semiotic srudies of architecture, substantial deviations are found between the
meaning of architectural objects for their creators and consumers (Krampen
lg7g).ihlsis connected to the fact that the meanings are often implemented
not in a holistic communicative act, but in an individual informational process.
Many architectural objects are rather included into the cognitive or orientation
than interpreted as interagents, i.e. the works rePresenting the ideas
p.o"Lrr.,
-of
architects. Therefore, the classification of signs by T. Milewskii (Biihler's
model modified) is the most adequate one for the semiotic description of architectural objects. A wider classi{ication including symPtoms' semantic signals, and asemantic appellations (Milewskii 1965) covers a larger set of procHere, the symptoms correspond with cognitive and denotative process(8),
the semantic signals with the Processes of orientation and evaluation (9),
es
and the asemantic appelladons with effects (10). Empirical studies demonstrate

esses.
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that the architectural objects usually are organized as signs which correspond
with these three types of processes. The three types of sign formations and
corresponding processes are the most significant ones for an architectural
composition. A semiotic analysis of architecrural sryles demonstrates that their
principal differences are related to the develoPment of symptoms (the role of
of social phenomena, utiliry functions, tectonic basis, and speih.
"*pr.rrion
cific sfatial strucnrre of architectural objects). The desire to understand an architeciural object and simulate its structure aPPears via the interpretation of
different symptoms. The role of these and many other substantial denotata in
the creation of architectural forms is analyzed in architectural semiotics (r$(/eber/Zimmerman 1980). They need to be manifested via different characteristics of architectural objects.
The role of the organization of semantic signals (meaning spaces, expressive accents, and holistic forms with basic information) is of the same importance. The signals descend from primary behavior Processes of orientation and
evaluation, which are differentiated into cognitive and communicative processes,

The in{luence of active asemantic appellations on a person appears in architecture via emotional effects of volume and sPace rhythms and contrast surfaces (glass, glossy, and semi-transparent). In general, it means the organization of perceptively active elements and proportions of architecrural objects.
Logically, the primary position of processes of orientation and evaluation
presumes that special attention should be paid to their expression in architecrure. In connection with this, different demands, intentions, directions for the
selection of information are related to signs, messages' and sign expressions of
an architectural environmenr. This is a kind of question asked by people unconsciously; the answers are emotional reactions. This corresponds with the
main idea of a scientific school which sees emotions as a reaction upon informarion about the possibility to sarisfy the demands (simonov 1981). In connection with this, di{ferent demands, intentions, and sets towards the selection
of some information are related to the signs, messages, and sign exPressions of
an architecflrral environment (Somov 1985b). Architecture replies to fundamental needs, motives, intentions, and feelings, which must be suPPorted unconsciously. On the one hand, this is manifested via emotional reactions of a
person upon the architectural environment; on the other hand, via the trends
in the materi alizationof sign formations of semantic signals. In particular, the
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intention to self-protection develops via the creation of semi-closed

spaces,

which are isolated from external effects. These are, for example, yards carrying
information about safety: they are protected from winds, regards of srrangers,
etc. Protective characteristics of materials are represented by architectural
means enhancing these characteristics on the level of information and signs.
Deep arcades, galleries, and abat-jours develop in connection with their protective properties. In medieval Russian cities, porches and protected passages
were decorated by complex and developed overhangs and ends, not only protecting from rain and snow, but also providing a visual demonsrrarion of this
protection from bad weather and enclosing the passage from both sides and
top. Another function of the same phenomena is represented by threatening
architectural signs designed to frighten an enemy. Darksome and severe medieval fortresses of Europe and the Middle East illustrate these signs under the
conditions of constant drrrg.r. In the 20th century, the same furrJtions are c rried by the means of composition of srare administrative buildings, deterring
very persistent visitors. The official austerity of administrative buildings orients a visitor to the communication with high-placed functionaries. Converse
meanings and functions of an architecrural environment (the expression of
care) reply to the demand for emotional compassion; the peculiarities of
dwelling houses and regions supporr the feeling of home and fundamenal
needs in searching for the sense of life and emorional sympathy. Relying upon
the classification of fundamenral demands of a person (Obukhovskii lg72),I
managed to describe their manifesation in typical semanric signals of architecture (somov 1985b). Such elementary relations are included in the holistic human intentionality and its semiotic whole. Flowever, the semiotic intentionaliry of architecture can also be regarded as the developmenr of these elemenrary
relations.
Let us remember that the in-formational processes (2) are included in various processes of human behavior and activities, i.e., vital processes (1). The vital processes can be divided into stable individual processes (11) withour any
localization in space and time, and complexes of processes (16) localized in
space and time. The effect of these different rypes of vital processes on the informational processes generates various types of semiotic formations in architecture. The codes (76) areformed in paradigmatics, and a definite information, which is indispensable for forming a holistic complex of processes (e.g.,
messages and texts), appears in syntagmatics.
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Individual vital processes (1 1) affecting the informational processes generate different codes. The reality and difference of codes was demonstrated by
U. Eco. In different spheres of semiotics, some attemPts were undertaken to
describe the interrelations between processes and codes (Fiske 1982). Today,
vre may specify some interrelations between processes and codes in architecture. The codes are often regarded as systems of rwo planes. And, vice versa,

the relations of the planes of expression and content, which were found in
semiotic srudies of architecture (Broadbent 1977), canbe represented as mechanisms-codes and related to the informational Processes of different types.
Therefore, the rypology of codes in architecture rePresents the bridge besween
the processes and various types of signs. Letus reconsider that the interpretation of signs occurs in accordance with the codes (Hall 1980) and that "the
concept of code is very useful when dividing the signs into groups" (Bignell
1977:70).

I do not want to examine here the problem of the formation of code rypology in architecture. However, there are several fundamental code types
based on the idea of mumal dependence of vital and informational processes.
These codes can be denoted by specifying the ryPes of orientation in vitally
important objects, spadal stnrcrure of environment, the interrelations and inrentions of people, other living creatures, or some forces in general. These orientations, which are the most important for life, involve the sphere of artificial
human environment. The types of orientation processes can be divided into

the orientations in: vitally important objects (12), structural and spatial construction of the environment (13), attitude of surrounding Persons (14), and
social relations (15).
The need for orientation in the functions and location of basic environmental objects (12) leads to the differentiation of the design of these objects
through external characteristics and its fixation in a stable sign system. Their
formation in different types of buildings was shown in several publications

(Krampen 1979).
Codes of another type are based on the modeling of the structural and
spatial construction of the environment. They appear clearly in architectural
research. In particular, my study of mass ciry buildings revealed stable planes
of expression and content, which were significant for the shaping of information about the stnrcture of the environment (the layout of fagade surfaces rePresenting the spatial stnrcrure of dwelling complexes). These and other similar

7t0
codes seem ro play an importanr parr in the formation of inJormationally in-

tact urban environmen6 iso*or, 1986). The orientation in the environmental
space and the modeling of the structure of perceived objects are two aspects of
.ii, ,yp. of process. This makes it possible ro reveal the homogeneity of codes
..pr.r..rtirrg the spatial structure of the environment, the volumes of build(iheir tectonics), and codes representing natural dimensions
irris

"nd "difi".,

of object (their scale).
The orientation in the human environment, in human interrelations, or in
the environment of living creatures in general is the next condition of formation of important architectural codes. In ordinary apprehension, h1m1n movements, poses, gesf,ures, or countenances af e very important for life. Therefore,
of this environmenr become very significant in architecthe codes
"rrdligrN
rure, where they are shown to be the major way of formation of metaphorism
(Somov 1990). Like other signs, human signs usually preserve only a few denotative features. Architecrural images are based on an implicit rePresentation
of these or those features in architectural forms (intimadons of anthropomorphism of warriors' saints, or prayers); these iconic signs are included in

mythological cultural concePts.

Finally, substantial codes represent the structures of socially significant
denorata ft.g., different characteristics of the social status of house owners are
,"pr.r.nt.d in different cultures by size,richness, special details, color, sculprures, etc.).

Enumerated rypes of archirecrural codes correspond with fundamental behavior processes. How are they related rc culrural codes?
In architecture, there is a certain distance berween natural codes of vital
processes and cultural codes. This boundary lies between the types of processrelated to behavior and activity (11) and individual informational Processes
(2). In addition, cultural codes of architecture must relate it to the whole culture, which is based on linguistic systems, while perceptual codes reject intentional conditional interrelations (Hall 1980). Flowever, the bond with the
whole of the condition-based culture does exist. This is possible because the
architectural objects are not only interagents, but also objects of communicadons (Weber /Zimmermen1980). In connecdon with this, the cultural codes in
architecture arise from the processes of communication, which are external
(26) to the informational processes of the architectural environment. These are
,h, p.o".rr.s of perception of art, reading, mass communications, etc. These
es
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processes relate the features of architectural obiects with these or those realities, events, or heroes, i.e,, myths and concePts.
This is why even fine allusions to architectural objects of definite cultures,
periods, regions, and places are so imporranr in archirecf,ure. They involve the
perception of architectural objects in the sphere of culture atlarge. In general,
due to these relations, the symbols (interpreted according to Brihler) are in-

volved in architecture. This is the so-called descriptive function, which forms
the most perfect human content of architecture. The symbols are materialized
in the layers of both symptoms and semantic signals, which form other nonobject realities (the images of a traditional culture, fantastic features of the future, etc.). At the same time, the processes of pragmatic cognition and orientation-evaluation are displaced by metaphoric mentaliry and imagination.
The complexes of vital processes (16) are implemented in the organizatior'l
of territories, complexes of buildings, and separate buildings, which materialize these processes in space. A temple, a dwelling area, or an industrial building are different complexes of vital processes with their own structural and informational features. The complexes of processes condition the formation of
architectural objects. They affect the structure via the organization of material
(physical) space and information, via the creation of in{ormation corresponding with a given complex of processes in the semiotic systems of an architectural object. By the rype of informational dependence, the complexes of processes are divided into the complexes of utilitarian-material (17) and spirirual
(18) types. The first type includes the complexes with domination of utilitarian
goals (search for goods, movement towards the transport, etc.). The second
type includes the complexes with domination of exalted goals, images, and
states (temples, palaces, museums, theaters, etc.). The Processes prevailing in a
complex determine the semiotic formations and the character of information

which is structured in the environment. Under the modern conditions of
technization and complexity of utilitarian processes, the features of relevant
information of complexes are especially pronounced. This concerns the spatial
clarity of interior construction where the in{ormational systems (visual communications and different architectural forms) are submitted to basic movements. Typical examples of such constructions are objects in which a Person
must orient him/herself quickly to choose the direction: airports, stations,
traffic circles and other road iunctions. The architectural design of large suPermarkets is also very demonstrative. For their planning, formalized methods of
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determination of functional objects of trade complexes were elaborated, considering their location, size, and form. In particular, these are shops-magnets,
which are efficient from the viewpoint of sale and the organization of accompanying processes (orientation, motion, rest, playing with children, etc')
(Maitland 1985).
In general, the most significant moments in the informational organization
of a coirplex are the stnrcrure and composition of processes and their differenirrt.gr"tion in space, which affect the character of semiotic formatiation
"rrd
tions of different complex areas (Somov 1985a, 1985b). The complexes of
processes determine the form. The strucrures of the complexes determine the
major elements of space of architectural objects. However, these structures,
being included in metonymies due to connotations, simultaneously get semiotic relevance. This is why the spadal srmcrures of building rypes are so important as symbolic elements of art and culrure'
Let us come back to the informational processes themselves (2). Now,
their differences are seen better as depending on vital Processes of a utilitarian
or spiritual rype. The strict requirements of utilitarian processes as to in{ormation generate corresponding utilitarian messages. The absence of such require*".ri o, the predomination of spiritual motives provide another basis for the
organization of ioJot-"tion and signs. Hence, the informational processes belo.rg to different levels. I suggested to distinguish three levels, which can be
de.roted as utilitarian (20), environmental (21), and esthetic (22) (Somov 1990).
The semiotic systems of architecture are formed as corresponding with the
organizations of actions in the environment (2A), organizing a psychologically
colfo.table and sarurated environment (21), and providing an aesthetic and
artistic organization of the architectural mediumQ2}
The utilitarian level corresponds with the so-called "business information" in verbal system. As in verbal information, the business information of
architecture has the character of messages and can be translated into verbal
language, represented schematically, or maPPed. This refers to Passes' locations o] functionally significant objects, differences among rooms' levels of

comfort, basic, additional, and technical Processes) etc.
The environmenral level (21) creates the informational processes and the
corresponding semiotic systems. As a result, multiple contacts with the envi,onrrr.n, occui: positi',re or negative emotions corresponding with the complex
of processes, relaxation, or an active selection of relevant information. This
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level includes the semiotic conditions providing a holistic existence of processes at different levels (human feelings, images, and emotions). This is reflected
in ordinary characteristics of life conditions such as coziness, humane environment, comfort, a holistic image of the environment, diversicy of impressions,
erc. Norions like "meaningful backgrounds of life" seem to be the best generalization of this level (cf. Krampen 1.979).This level reflects the lower one and

organizes it semiotically as its plane of expression. The aesthetic level (22) is
formed by processes which usually are called "aesthetic and artistic information". The architectural objects and relevant PercePtions are divided into two
groups. The first group includes the aesthetic information, which is related,
iirc, of all, to the strucflre and quantitative characteristics of asemantic signals,
or rhe processes of statistical expectation (Jesberg 1972; Somov 1985a, 1986).
Another one is the structure corresponding with a model of fundamental
semiotics known as the strucf,ure of artistic text (Lotman 1970).
The development of semiotic systems as aesrheric and ardstic information
corresponds to a great extent with the in{ormation of the lower communicative and environmental level in different modifications (semantic structures'
signs, figures).

In concrete architectural objects, the proportions of semiotic formations
of these three levels determine the conditions of completeness of architectural
processes providing the perfection of the environment and its spirirual and
human characteristics.
IJnril now, we have examined the processes of the vital functioning of architecnrral objects. But in order to understand the semiotic systems in architeccure,
it is necessary to see the changes performed within an architectural activity.
Already simple magic signs of very ancienr origin, hidden in different architectural forms, demonstrate that the forms created by means of architecrure
are nor obligatorily designed for addressees. They may rePresent implicit consrructions, which transform reality, or may just be out of any communication.
The architectural activiry reflects the vital pfocesses and dependent informational processes with corresponding semiotic formations. But architectural
activity (like art in general) cannot be restricted to the answers to the problems
of realiry. Like other branches of art, architecture organizes life in accordance
with some patterns. This principle is formulated in different branches of aesthetics. It is reflected in modern culturology when one discusses the necessiry
of examining the semiotic systems of culture(s) considering ioint goals, mod-
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